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Abstract 

Location-based services (LBSS) are widely used with the rapid development of mobile devices and location 

technology. LBSs not only brings convenience to life, but also brings privacy threats to users. Users upload accurate 

location information to LBSs to obtain the corresponding services. However, uploading unprocessed location data 

will directly cause the leakage of users’ privacy information. In this work, an efficient location protection method 

based on differential privacy is proposed. First of all, the users’ locations information is merged based on the distance 

and density relationship between multiple groups of continuous locations, and a location clustering (L-cluster) 

algorithm is proposed to divide the continuous locations into various clusters. Then, differential privacy based location 

protection algorithm (DPLPA) is proposed to efficiently preserve users’ location privacy, where Laplace noise 

conforming to the differential privacy mechanism is added to resident points and centroids in the cluster to protect the 

location privacy. Experimental results show that DPLPA gets high data utility and low time consumption while 

protecting the privacy of location information. 

Keywords: Location-based Services, location privacy, Differential privacy, Markov model Clustering 

1  Introduction 

With the rapid development of mobile intelligent devices and location technology, various types of location-based 

services (LBSS) applications have brought convenience to people’s life. Mobile users need to provide location 

information to LBSs such as the closest restaurants, hospitals or subway stations while enjoying convenient services. 

However, user location information is closely related to personal living habits, health, economic conditions and other 

private information [1]. LBSs can be used to mine and analyze the obtained users’ location data, infer the users’ 

personal preferences, and provide better-personalized services. However, directly using the unprocessed location data 

will cause the leakage of users’ private information, and make users suffer serious location privacy problems [2].  

Peer to peer technology [3] opens up a new feasible scheme to solve the problem of Internet privacy. One of the 

remarkable characteristics is that it is difficult for attackers to find clear attack targets, because each communication 

may contain many potential users. Even so, P2P network still has security issues similar to the existing Internet 

environment. Based on this, scholars aim by changing some strategies to enhance the privacy level. At present, most 

location privacy protection technologies are based on k-anonymity, l-diversity and differential privacy. k-anonymity 

and l-diversity protect the privacy information of users to some extent, but they cannot resist homogeneous attacks 

and background knowledge attacks [4]. This kind of technology is used to generalize the users’ true location into a 
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region to realize the location protection. Dwork et al. [5] proposed a privacy protection model that can resist 

background knowledge attacks and provide a quantitative evaluation method, namely differential privacy. In recent 

years, the LBSs protection algorithms based on differential privacy have gradually become a focus of research. In this 

study, we proposed a continuous location privacy protection method based on differential privacy. This method 

protects the privacy of users’ continuous location by constructing interesting areas, which not only preserves location 

privacy effectively, but also maximize data utility. The main contributions of this study are as follows: 

(1) According to the users’ access frequency to a certain location, continuous location information fusion is 

implemented. Moreover, according to the distance and density between locations, L-cluster algorithm is proposed to 

find the centroid of each cluster to replace all the locations in the cluster. 

(2) The differential privacy based location protection algorithm (DPLPA) is proposed. The resident point is 

extracted according to whether the user’s access time, access frequency and the location contain sensitive information. 

In addition, the privacy budget is allocated for the resident point and the cluster centroid. At the same time, the Laplace 

noise is added to the resident point and the cluster centroid to protect the location privacy. 

(3) Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that L-cluster and DPLPA could efficiently protect 

location privacy for LBSs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work of LBSs privacy protection 

and its major challenges; In Section 3, we give definitions of differential privacy, system structure and threat model 

of the algorithm; Section 4 describes the proposed L-cluster algorithm and DPLPA, and then makes a theoretical 

analysis of the algorithms in four parts: security, time complexity, the degree of privacy protection and data utility; 

Section 5 carries out simulation experiments from four aspects: clustering accuracy, the degree of privacy protection, 

data utility and algorithm running time; Finally, we conclude our paper and give some future perspectives. 

2  Related work 

Domestic and foreign scholars have done many researches on LBSs privacy protection method [6-9]. Song et al. [10] 

proposed a modified privacy protection scheme based on bilinear pairing theory and k-anonymity, in which the optimal 

false location was selected according to the location information. Then another author proposed a novel method of 

location privacy protection based on geographic semantics while satisfying k-anonymity [11], in which the candidate 

set was constructed by using the maximum and minimum distance multi-centers clustering algorithm, and the virtual 

location result set was generated according to its semantic similarity. the authors of [12] constructed a semantic and 
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trade-off aware location privacy protection mechanism (STA-LPPM), in which the multi-objective particle swarm 

optimization (MOPSO) algorithm was used to generate the optimal anonymous set to achieve the balance between 

privacy protection and quality of service. A blockchain-enabled framework for P2P energy trading was designed in 

[13], and an Anonymous Proof of Location algorithm is proposed that allows clients to choose their trading partners 

without revealing their real location. Zheng et al. [14] employed a dynamically adjustable k-anonymity (DAK) 

algorithm and a dynamical location privacy protection (DLPP) algorithm based on virtual locations, in which 

sequences were disturbed by adding and deleting some moving points. Additionally the notion of l-diversity and k-

anonymity are greatly limited by data distribution and the background knowledge attacks. As a consequence, the 

degree of privacy protection cannot be guaranteed well. 

In addition to the above methods, the LBSs privacy protection structure mainly includes location tree structure, 

Markov model and clustering. The main idea of location tree is to construct a tree structure according to certain rules. 

Prefix tree and differential privacy [15] were referred to protect trajectory data privacy, the nodes of the tree were 

used to store trajectory segments. Li et al. [16] considered the essential attributes associated with each location, 

established a hierarchical tree structure based attributes, and proposed an attribute-aware privacy-preserving scheme 

in location-based services. At present, a Markov model was mainly given to simulate the temporal correlation between 

users’ real locations and predict the next possible location according to the transition probability of each location. 

Yuan et al. [17] proposed a new location privacy protection method for cloud of things system, in which Markov 

model was used to analyze the users’ mobile behavior. The proposed location hiding algorithm met the users’ privacy 

requirements by expanding the size of the area. Partovi et al. [18] modeled a Markov decision process and introduced 

a new location privacy measurement method to ensure that the users’ specified privacy level could be achieved in an 

infinite time range. The k-anonymity method mainly used in Wu et al. [19] to enhance privacy protection, and used 

clustering technology to group users by learning their trajectory data. A graph based trajectory data representation 

model [20] was proposed, the similarity between trajectories was calculated using the measurement method based on 

edges and vertices, and similar trajectories were clustered and identified based on paths. Clustering can represent the 

users’ activity rules in some time, and can remove the location with low access frequency, so it has high flexibility. 

To resist the inference attacks, differential privacy become a mainstream method due to good privacy protection 

performance. By adding random noise to the original query results, adding or deleting a part of data in the datasets 

will not affect the query results. Therefore, it is difficult for attackers to infer the real data through multiple queries to 
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achieve privacy protection. Chen et al. [21] applied the differential privacy protection method to location data 

protection for the first time. By adding random noise to the location data, the users’ location was confused. Hu et al. 

[22] considered personalized security requirements of different users (LPPA-PSRD), which realized location 

protection based on the users’ historical GPS (global positioning system) trajectory data and the natural attributes of 

the location. However, it had massive computation, and the accuracy of user sensitivity evaluation needs to be 

improved. Thus, Wang et al. [23] proposed a privacy-protected social tie mining (P-STM) method, which could find 

their social connections from users’ daily trajectories, and offered an indicative dense region (IDR) to calibrate 

personal daily trajectories. At the same time, a clustering analysis method for spatiotemporal sequence data [24] was 

proposed, which provided the basis for privacy protection by constructing continuous time regions, and the data 

publishing mechanism was also offered to resist inferential attacks, but it mainly distributed the offline group location 

data, and could not update other relevant information. In [25] a new framework PrivSem was represented, which 

combined k-anonymity, l-semantic diversity and different privacy. Compared to [26] which constructed a location 

search tree based on the relationship between records and added Laplace noise, and then used an exponential 

mechanism to select k frequently accessed records. Both of them provided privacy guarantees on the location privacy. 

However, setting the non-sensitive location as the sensitive location will increase the cost of privacy protection. 

3  Preliminaries 

3.1  Definitions 

Definition 1 (Adjacent datasets). Suppose that the datasets have the same attribute structure, and there is only one 

record difference between them, that is |DΔD' |=1, datasets D and D' are called adjacent datasets.
 

Definition 2 (Differential privacy). There is a random algorithm A and all possible outputs of A are PA. For any two 

neighboring datasets 𝐷 and 𝐷′, and any subset SA of PA, if algorithm A satisfies the following conditions:
 

Pr[ ( ) ] Pr[ ( ') ]A AA D S e A D S
    

  Pr[ ( )]
, ' :

Pr[ ( )]

A D
t Range A D D e

A D

  


;                                     (1) 

A satisfies  - differential privacy                                                 
 

Then algorithm A provides ε-differential privacy protection, where parameter ε is called privacy protection 

budget. The larger the ε is, the higher the data availability is, and the lower the degree of privacy protection is; on the 

contrary, the lower the data availability is, and the higher the degree of privacy protection is. 
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Definition 3 (Privacy budget). Let d is a positive integer, 𝐷 is a set of data sets, 𝑓: 𝐷 → 𝑅𝑑 is a function. The function 

sensitivity represented by ∆𝑓 has the following definition:    
1

max 'f f D f D   , where  ‖. ‖1 
is the Manhattan 

distance.
  

Definition 4 (Laplace mechanism). Given dataset D, there is a function 𝑓: 𝐷 → 𝑅𝑑 , the sensitivity is ∆𝑓, then the 

random algorithm 𝑀(𝐷) = 𝑓(𝐷) + 𝑌 provides ε-differential privacy protection. Where 𝑌~𝐿ap(∆𝑓 𝜀⁄ ) is the random 

noise and obeys the Laplace distribution with the scale parameter ∆𝑓 𝜀⁄ . The function is in Eq.(2):  

 A
f

f
f D Lap satisfies DP


    

 
                                     (2) 

Laplace mechanism can protect differential privacy by adding Laplace noise to query results. Note that the location 

parameter is 0 and the scale parameter is P(b) of b, then the probability density function is Eq.(3): 

   
| |1

Pr( ) , , , 0, 2
2

be r
b



    


                                                    (3)  

where r is the distance of m0 from m1, and θ is the angle that the line m0 and m1 forms with respect to the horizontal 

axis of the Cartesian system. 

Definition 5 (Interesting areas). Set the distance threshold to E. Continuous location T1={m1, m2, …, mn}, if dis(mn, 

mn+1) ≤ E, the region formed by the sequence of moving continuous locations from location mt to mt+1 is the user’s 

interesting areas, where E is the maximum distance threshold required to form the interesting areas, and d(mn, mn+1) 

is the distance between two locations. 

Definition 6 (Data utility). Data utility is measured as shown in Eq.(4): 

                                                                      
||

'

R
U Ri

ii








                                                               （4） 

Where R is the number of clusters, ρ represents the density of each cluster. 

3.2  LBS system model  

The LBS system structure of this study is shown in Fig.1, mainly including client, privacy protection processor,  the 

third trust-less severs and location service provider. The client mainly obtains the users’ location data through GPS, 

and stores the location data in the continuous location database. Privacy protection processor is divided into clustering 

module and continuous location protection module. The clustering module divides the users’ location according to 

distance and density. The continuous location protection module provides differential privacy protection, and stores 
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the protected data on the third severs. The third trust-less severs is peer-to-peer severs. The transmission of location 

information is scattered among nodes without going through the centralized server, which greatly decreases the 

likelihood of eavesdropping and leakage of users' privacy information. Location service providers mainly query from 

the database and get feedback information. 

GPS acquires users  
location data

Continuous 
location database

Continuous location 
processing module

Clustering module

Continuous location 

protection module

Third-party 
P2P Trust-
less severs

Service provider

Client Privacy protection processor
Location service 

provider

Location
data

Continuous 
location database

Clustering 
location data

Differental 
privacy 

protection

Feedback Request

Original 
cluster

Assign weights 
according to 

density 

Allocate 
privacy 
budget

Continuous 

location

Extraction 
resident 

point

Add 
Laplace 

noise

Provide 
protection

Location
data

 

Fig. 1 LBS system structure  

The system mainly adopts the fully distributed architecture and peer-to-peer network communication mode. All 

participants can provide the function of relay forwarding, so as to hide the communication participants in many 

network entities, greatly improve the flexibility and reliability of anonymous communication, and provide better 

privacy protection for users. It also has better robustness and invulnerability than the traditional client/server (C/S) 

network [27]. However, there are still some problems of privacy disclosure when users releases location information, 

to address the problem of users’ location privacy leakage, a continuous location protection method based on 

differential privacy is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the users’ location data is obtained by GPS, and the users’ 

continuous location is simplified according to the location access frequency. Secondly, based on the distance and 

density between locations, the L-cluster method is used to cluster, the location is divided, and the clustering centroid 

is obtained. Lastly, the resident points are extracted by DPLPA, and Laplace noise is added to the resident points and 

centroids. The protected data is stored in the database for query by the location service provider. 

3.3  Threat model 
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It is supposed that attackers will attack the users’ location data from time to time. Many location-based service 

providers provide different security guarantees. Once these location-based service providers are attacked, users’ 

location data and other personal information will be leaked. Based on this assumption, the threat model is proposed, 

as shown in Fig. 2. Smartphones, computers and other personal devices obtain users’ accurate location data through 

GPS, and upload these data to the continuous location database. Then, the data in the continuous location database is 

protected by the privacy protection processor. It mainly includes three modules: continuous location processing 

module, clustering module and continuous location protection module. Submit the protected data to the location 

service provider to obtain services. From this process, the users’ location data is stored in three parts: location database, 

privacy protection processor and location provider. Attackers can attack these three parts to obtain users’ privacy 

information. 

Continuous location 
database

Location 
data

Personal devices

Privacy protection 
processor

Continuous location 
processing module

Clustering module

Continuous location 
protection module

Continuous 
location data

Location service 
provider

Apply

Uploading

Attack

 

Fig. 2 Threat model 

4  Differential privacy-based location protection method for LBS 

4.1  User interest region construction based on clustering 

In order to better protect the users’ continuous location data, firstly, the users’ continuous location is simplified. 

Summarize the users’ continuous mobile locations over a period of time, and each group of records represents the 

users’ mobile location data of the day, as shown in Table 1. Next, according to the continuity of the location in time, 

the users’ moving continuous location is formed, and one of the locations can appear multiple times in multiple groups 
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of continuous locations. As shown in Fig.3, the solid dot represents the location of the user, and the line between the 

two locations represents the users’ moving route. Finally, the users’ access times to an accurate location in continuous 

locations are counted, and the locations with access times less than threshold h are removed, as shown in Table 2. In 

this way, the users’ continuous location can be reduced. The result is shown in Fig.4. 

For the reduced location data, it is necessary to construct interesting areas. The main method is as follows. In the 

continuous location, the location whose distance between locations is less than E is divided into the same interesting 

areas, and the result is shown in the dotted circle in Fig.5(a). The centroid of each interesting areas is obtained and 

represented by a red five-pointed star (as shown in Fig.5(b)). The centroid replaces other locations in the interesting 

area to form new continuous location data (as shown in Fig.5(c)). 

Table 1. Original continuous location database                        Table 2. Location access statistics 
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Fig. 3 Users’ motion mode                                          Fig. 4 Motion mode after location reduction 
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(a)  Fusion of regions of interest                                                    (b) Find cluster centroid 

ID Continuous position 

1 a→b→d→f→h→j→l  

2 a→f→i→j→r→s→w 

3 a→i→j→r→s→w 

4 a→i→o→v→w 

5 a→g→o→r→w 

6 a→g→i→o→v→r→w 

 

ID Location Frequency ID Location Frequency 

1 a 6 2 f 6 

3 g 2 4 h 1 

5 i 4 6 j 3 

7 o 3 8 q 1 

9 r 4 10 s 2 

11 v 2 12 w 6 

13 s 1    
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(c)  Users’ clustering centroid instead of region of interest 

Fig. 5 Fusion continuous location formation process 

Combined with the users’ interesting areas, the continuous location fusion algorithm L-cluster is adopted in this 

study, which in order to solve the problem of location redundancy and time-consuming of density based spatial 

clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) [28]. The basic idea is as follows. Calculating the distance between 

the location and the adjacent location for each location. If the distance between the two locations is less than E, the 

two locations are divided into the same cluster. Otherwise, they belong to different clusters. This algorithm mines the 

users’ activity range within a certain distance, and uses the centroid c of cluster to represent this area. At the same 

time, other location points in this area are deleted from the continuous location to avoid location redundancy. Here, 

the centroid is used to replace other locations to further protect users’ privacy. 

Algorithm 1: L-cluster algorithm 

Input: Original continuous locations T={m1, m2,…, mn}，maximum distance E 

Output: Compact continuous location T'  

1. while m∈T   do //for location t in continuous location 

2.     if m clustered is false then   

3.          Locations(m) = RangeQuery(m, d).   //the distance between the query location m and its surrounding location 

5.           else if d(mn, mn+1) < E then         //if the distance between the two locations is less than the maximum   

   distance E 

6.                   merge m with cluster C.        //location m is divided into cluster C 

7.           else m = location                 //otherwise, m is an independent location 

8.     else if m clustered is true               //m has formed a cluster 

9.             if d(mn, mn+1) ≥ d(mn, mn-1)    //if the distance between the current location and the next location is greater 

than or equal to the distance between the current location and the nearest location in other clusters 

10.             return  m.         //then location m belongs to the current cluster 
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11.      else 

12.            mn ∈ mn-1 cluster.    //location n belongs to the cluster of the previous location 

13.            ρ is the density of clustering.      //calculate the density of clusters 

14.            ωm ← private weight allocation(ρ); 

15.            εm = Privacy Budget Distribution(ωm); 

16. for each location in T do    

17.      create a new cluster.        //repeat the above operation to create a new cluster 

18. end for 

19. for each cluster C do       

20.     calculate the centroid c.    

20.     replace other locations in the cluster C with centroid c.  

21. end for  

22. return T' . //form a new compact continuous location T'  

L-cluster algorithm is used for clustering and dividing the densely distributed regions, which includes four 

modules. The first module is from Step 3 to Step 7. It mainly judges whether the current location m belongs to a 

cluster, queries the distance between the current location and other locations, then compares the distance between 

them and the distance threshold E. If it is less than E, cluster C will be formed. Otherwise, m is an independent location; 

The second module judges the distance between mn and mn-1 and the distance between mn and mn+1 for the clustered 

location. If the distance between mn and mn+1 is long, mn still belongs to the current cluster, otherwise it belongs to 

another cluster, mainly reflected in Step8-12; The function of the third module is to allocate the privacy budget for 

each cluster according to the density, as shown in Step 13-15; The function of the fourth module is to calculate the 

centroid c of each cluster, and use the centroid to replace other locations in the cluster to form a new continuous 

location as the publishing location (step 19-20). 

4.2  Location privacy protection algorithm based on differential privacy 

Differential privacy continuous location protection algorithm needs to extract the long-time residence points, high-

frequency access location points containing users’ sensitive information, and define them as the resident points. For 

the long-time resident points, the resident time between two locations is primary considered. If it fits t(mi) - t(mi-1) ≥ 

ttime, it is defined as the time resident points. For the high-frequency access points, the access frequency to the location 
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is considered. If it fits f(mj) - f(mj-1) ≥ tfre, it is defined as the frequency resident points. For the location that contains 

user’ sensitive information, it is defined as the resident points of sensitive location. Finally, Laplace noise is added to 

the resident points. According to this idea, DPLPA is proposed. 

Algorithm2: Differential Privacy based Location Protection Algorithm (DPLPA) 

Input: Compact continuous location T', time threshold ttime, frequency threshold tfre, distance threshold tdist, sensitive 

attributes tsen, centroid c 

Output: Protection continuous location T''  

1. ε= ε1 + ε2 + ε3 + ε4;      //allocate privacy budget 

2. c’= Noisy P(ε1)(c).     //adding Laplace noise to centroid c 

3.  i = 1. 

4.  if d(mi, mi-1) < tdist  and t(mi)-t(mi-1) ≥ ttime  then 

5.         mi ∈ {long-stayed points}.     //the location belongs to the time resident point 

6.  end if 

7.         mi' = NoisyP(ε2)(mi).     //add Laplace noise to this location 

8.  j = 1. 

9.   if d(mj, mj-1) < tdist  and f(mj)-f(mj-1) ≥ tfre  then 

10.        mi ∈ {frequency points}.     //this location belongs to the frequency resident points 

11.  end if 

12. mj' = NoisyP(ε3)(mj).    //add Laplace noise to this location 

13. k = 1. 

14.  if d(mk, mk-1) < tdist  and mk include  tsen  then 

15.        mk ∈ {sensitive points}.     //this location is a sensitive resident point 

16.  end if 

17. mk' =NoisyP(ε4)(mk).//add Laplace noise to this location 

18. return (mi', mj', mk', c'). 

19. return T''. 

The main content of DPTRPA is to extract the resident points and add Laplace noise which is consistent with the 
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differential privacy mechanism to the users’ simplified continuous location T', which mainly includes four parts. The 

first part is Step 2, the primary function is to add Laplace noise to the centroid; The second part is Step 3-7, the primary 

function is to extract the time resident points and add Laplace noise to it; The third part is Step 8-12. The main function 

is to extract the frequency resident points and add Laplace noise to it; The fourth part is from Step 13-17. The main 

function is to extract sensitive resident points and add Laplace noise to them. 

4.3  Algorithm analysis 

4.3.1  Security analysis 

Querying the location information may lead to the problem of location data leakage. To avoid this problem, a 

differential privacy protection method is adopted. There are two main points. (1) Differential privacy assumes that 

attackers have the full background knowledge, that is, the attacker knows all information except the original data. The 

differential privacy method can resist the maximum background knowledge attacks; (2) Differential privacy defines 

the degree of privacy protection through a strict mathematical model, which ensures that the ratio of query results on 

adjacent datasets is less than or equal to eε. 

Differential privacy can protect the data by adding random noise to the input data, then output results. In this 

paper, Laplace noise is added to the users’ location data to protect it. In DPLPA, noise that obeys Laplace distribution 

P(b) distribution is added to the clustered data to make the noise result satisfy the differential privacy constraint. That 

is, the differential privacy protection is satisfied. The proof process is as follows. 

It is proved that the probability density function 
| |1
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Where 
1
 represents the first-order normal form distance. According to the definition of differential privacy, DPLPA 

satisfies the ε-differential privacy. 

4.3.2  Time complexity analysis 

It is assumed that there are Ƞ records in location data. The algorithm in this study involves two modules, 

clustering module and continuous location protection module. Therefore, the time complexity of the L -cluster 

algorithm and DPLPA is analyzed. 

L-cluster algorithm is mainly used to cluster the regions with dense location dis tribution, which includes 

four parts. First, the location is divided into clusters according to the distance between the current location and 

its previous location, the current location and the following location. Its time complexity is O(n); Second, 

according to the distance, the method can judge whether the clustering locations need to be reclassified, and its 

time complexity is O(2n); Third, calculating the weight of each cluster according to the density and allocate the 

privacy budget. The time complexity is O(n); Fourth, calculate the centroid c of each cluster, and use the centroid 

to replace other locations in the cluster. The time complexity is O(n).  

The main content of DPLPA is to extract different types of resident points and add Lap lace noise to the 

continuous location T', which mainly includes four parts. First, to add Laplace noise to the centroid, and the time 

complexity is O(n); Second, the time resident points are extracted according to the time of the access location, 

and Laplace noise is added to it, and the time complexity is O(n); Third, the frequency resident points are 

extracted according to the access frequency of the location, and Laplace noise is added to it, and the time 

complexity is O(n); Fourth, extract the sensitive resident points according to whether the users’ sensitive 

information is included in the location, and add Laplace noise to it, and the time complexity is O(n). 

Generally speaking, the time complexity of this work is: O(n)+O(2n)+O(n)+O(n)+O(n)+ 

O(n)+O(n)+O(n)≈O(n). 

4.3.3  Degree of privacy protection 

According to Laplace probability density function, with the increase ε, the smaller the noise is, the smaller the 

privacy protection is; with the decrease ε, the larger the size is, the greater the degree of privacy protection is. 

In DPLPA, different locations use different ε for continuous location privacy protection, and provide different 

degrees of privacy protection. 
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4.3.4  Data utility analysis 

It refers to the data utility after adding Laplace noise and the gap between the processed data and the real data. 

Data utility is analyzed through Eq.(4) in Definition6. According to it, there are two main factors to affect data 

utility. The first is the number of clusters |R|. |R| is inversely proportional to U. That is, the more clusters are, 

the smaller the value of U is, and the higher the data utility is. Because with the increase of the number of 

clusters, the higher the similarity between the simplified continuous location after clustering and true locations 

of the user is, the higher the authenticity of the data is. The second is clustering density ρ. Clustering density 

represents the number of locations in the same cluster. To some extent, it can replace the distance between 

locations in clustering. ρ is proportional to U. Because with the increase of ρ, there are more real users’ locations 

that can be replaced by the cluster centroid, which makes the difference between the simplified results of the 

distance class and the real data larger. 

Because of the continuous location reduction before the location clustering, the locations with lower users’ 

access frequency are reduced. That is, the clustering density is minimized. Therefore, DPLPA can reduce 

information loss and improve data utility. 

5  Experimental results and analysis Response Rates 

5.1  Experimental Setting 

In our experiments, DPLPA and L-cluster algorithms are implemented in Python and runs on Windows10 platform 

with 3.6GHz CPU and 8.00 random access memory (RAM). The datasets used in experiment are real datasets of 

Geolife [29] and Gowalla [30]. Then we compared DPLPA with P-STM algorithm and LPPA-PSRDU algorithm. The 

performance of proposed algorithm is judged from four aspects: the accuracy of clustering, the degree of privacy 

protection, data utility and algorithm running time. 

5.2  Analysis of experimental results 

5.3  Accuracy of clustering 

The accuracy of clustering method is evaluated by comparing the recall, precision and F-measurement of L-cluster 

algorithm, K-means [31] algorithm and DBSCAN algorithm.  

As shown in Fig.6, L-cluster algorithm is superior to K-means algorithm and DBSCAN algorithm in recall rate, 

precision rate and F-measurement value. 
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Fig. 6 Clustering accuracy 

5.4  Degree of privacy protection 

We analyzed the effect of privacy budget ε, cluster density ρ and the number of locations to be protected N on the 

degree of privacy protection. The effect of privacy budget ε on the degree of privacy protection is analyzed as shown 

in Fig.7. 

       

(a)  Geolife dataset                                                      (b)  Gowalla dataset 

Fig. 7 Impact of privacy budget ε on privacy protection 

The degree of privacy protection decreases with the increase of ε, which is inferred from Laplace probability 

density function. DPLPA has the best degree of privacy protection, followed by P-STM algorithm, and LPPA-PSRDU 

algorithm is the worst. 

The impact of clustering density ρ on the degree of privacy protection is analyzed as shown in Fig.8. The degree 

of privacy protection increases with the increase of clustering density ρ. There is one centroid generated and all the 

locations are replaced by a unique centroid, which makes the degree of protection better. DPLPA has the best privacy 

protection effect, followed by LPPA-PSRDU algorithm, and P-STM algorithm is the worst. 
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(a)  Geolife dataset                                                            (b)  Gowalla dataset 

Fig. 8 Impact of Clustering density ρ on privacy protection 

The impact of the number of locations to be protected N on the degree of privacy protection is analyzed as shown 

in Fig. 9. The degree of privacy protection increases with the decrease of the number of locations to be protected N. 

The larger the size is, the worse the degree of privacy protection is. Similarly, the degree of privacy protection of 

DPLPA is the best. 

           
(a)  Geolife dataset                                                                    (b)  Gowalla dataset  

Fig. 9 Impact of the number of locations to be protected N on privacy protection 

5.5  Data utility  

By comparing DPLPA with P-STM algorithm and LPPA-PSRDU algorithm, the advantages of DPLPA in data utility 

are reflected. P-STM algorithm considered the similarity of the trajectory and calibrated the trajectory by using it. 

LPPA-PSRDU algorithm calculated the rules of users according to the historical GPS track data of users, and added 

noise to them by combining natural and social attributes. 
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(a)  Geolife dataset                                                                          (b)  Gowalla dataset  

Fig. 10 Impact of privacy budget ε about three algorithms on U 

The impact of privacy budget ε on U is analyzed as shown in Fig. 10. U increases with the decrease of ε. The 

data utility of LPPA-PSRDU algorithm is the worst, because it considers many factors that affect the location, and 

loses part of the data integrity. Because DPLPA satisfies differential privacy and minimizes the distribution position 

error, DPLPA is the best.  

The influence of clustering density ρ on U is analyzed as shown in Fig. 11. U increases with the increase of ρ. 

Data utility of LPPA-PSRDU algorithm is the worst, and DPLPA is the best. 

The influence of the number of protected locations N on U is analyzed as shown in Fig.12. U increases with the 

decrease of N. The data utility of DPLPA is the best, P-STM algorithm is the second. 

      

        (a)  Geolife dataset                                                               (b)  Gowalla dataset 

Fig. 11 Influence of Cluster density ρ about three algorithms on U 
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(a)  Geolife dataset                                                         (b)  Gowalla dataset 

Fig. 12 Influence of the number of protection locations N about the three algorithms on the U  

5.6  Algorithm time complexity 

By running DPLPA, P-STM algorithm and LPPA-PSRDU algorithm, set the privacy budget ε, cluster density ρ and 

the number of locations N to be protected as different values, and comparing the operation efficiency of the three 

algorithms. 

The influence of the privacy budget ε on the running time is analyzed as shown in Fig. 13. The running time of 

the algorithm increases with the increase of ε. The larger the privacy budget ε is, the longer it takes to allocate the 

privacy budget, the longer the algorithm runs. At the same time, because DPLPA algorithm only extracts the resident 

points and adds noise, the running time of DPLPA is the least, LPPA-PSRDU algorithm is the longest. 

   
      (a)  Geolife dataset                                                     (b) Gowalla dataset 

Fig. 13 Influence of the privacy budget ε about the three algorithms on running time  

The influence of clustering density ρ about three algorithms on the algorithm running time is analyzed as show 
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in Fig.14. Experiments show that on both datasets, the running time of the algorithm increases with the increase of the 

ρ. The higher the clustering density is the longer the running time is. The running time of LPPA-PSRDU algorithm is 

the longest on both datasets. 

   
(a) Geoli dataset                                                           (b) Gowalla dataset 

Fig. 14 Influence of clustering density ρ about three algorithms on running time 

The influence of the number of protected locations N on the running time is analyzed as shown in Fig.15. 

Experiments show that on both datasets, the running time of the three algorithms increases with the increase of N. 

LPPA-PSRDU algorithm has the longest running time on both datasets, and DPLPA has the best running efficiency. 

     

(a)  Geolife dataset                                                        (b)  Gowalla dataset 

Fig. 15 Influence of N about the three algorithms on running time  

6  Conclusions and future work 

The privacy protection of continuous location data is studied in this work. Based on differential privacy mechanism, 

differential privacy location protection is realized by constructing interesting areas. In the continuous location 
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processing module, the interesting areas are constructed according to the users’ access frequency to different locations. 

Then, L-cluster algorithm is proposed in the clustering module, which divides the continuous locations into different 

clusters according to the distance and density, and calculates the centroid of each cluster. In the location data protection 

module, DPLPA is proposed. Different resident points are selected and the privacy budget is allocated for them and 

the centroid. Laplace noise conforming to the differential privacy mechanism is added to protect the users’ location 

privacy. A series of simulation experiments show that DPLPA has a good privacy protection efficacy, high data utility 

and low algorithm time consumption. 

In this study, we only considered the continuous location protection under the users’ historical state, and did not 

consider the real-time protection effect of data. Moreover, the data utility can be further improved. In the future work, 

corresponding data consistency algorithms can be proposed for different situations to solve the problem of data 

inconsistency caused by adding Laplace noise. 
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